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POLLEN SPECTRA FROM NEOLITHIC GRAVE 

MONUMENTS IN THE NORTHERN NETHERLANDS 

(fig. 8) 

Soil samples from the old surfaee below prehistorie barrows ean yield useful pollen 

speetra.1 The influenee of the loeal anthropogenie vegetation is naturally very 

strong in sueh speetra, but the regional vegetational phenomena ean also be re

eognized and a eorrelation with pollen diagrams from lakes and bogs is genera Ily 

possible. In Danish pollen diagrams Iversen 2 and Troels-Smith 3 have demonstra

ted at least two types of land oeeupation phases ('landnam'), pointing to two dif

ferent agrieultural systems. The first, eharaeterized by small amounts of pollen 

of sueh plants as Plantago major, P. lanceolata, Sambucus, Vitis and Allium ursillu1n, 

should point to a semi-farming eulture, base d on field and ani mal husbandry, with 

the livestoek fed indoors and food gathering still playing an important part. This 

type has been found not only in Denmark, but also, and in an even more pronoun

eed way, in Switzerland. In Denmark the Ertebolle eulture is held to be responsibie 

for it, in SwitzerIand the earliest Cortaillod and Miehelsberg eultures. 

The seeond land oeeupation phase, first identified by Iversen, is mainly eharae

terized by larger quantities of pollen of Plantago lanceolata, Rumex acetosella

type, Gmmineae and small amounts of T1'ifolium TepellS, pointing to extensive 

pasture land, where a large number of livestoek grazed at will. Troels-Smith found 

that Funnel Beaker pottery of C. J. Becker's type B was contemporaneous with 

this occupation phase. Aeeording to Becker3' this pottery belongs to a non-mega

lithic Early N eolithie grou p of the Funnel Beaker Culture. Knowing the first results 

of the Duteh barrow investigations, Troels-Smith assumes that the Single Grave 

Culture continued this agricultural system. The other type, however, should have 

been carried on by the megalithie groups of the Funnel Beaker Culture. A few dated 

axe finds in bogs confirm this hypothesis. It is clear, however, that any differen

ces in agricultural system as suggested by pollen diagrams from lakes and bogs, 

should manifest themselves more clearly in surfaee speetra from the actual settle

ments. Assuming that grave monuments were built in or at least in the neigh

bourhood of the settlements, samples from humus layers below the monuments 

might be expected to give important information. 

For the present discussion a restricted area in the northern Netherlands has 
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been chosen (fig. 8). It comprises the Provinee of Drenthe and its immediate sur

roundings. This area is nearly completely surrounded by extensive raised bogs but 

it is accessibIe along a number af small streams. The soil consists of boulder-clay 

of Riss age, covered during the last glaciation by more ar less thick sheets of so

called coversands. More fertile umveathered boulder-clay outcrops only locally, e.g. 

in brook valleys. A large nu mb er of shallow depressions as well as same deeper 

Fig. 8 

basins are filled with peat. Raised bogs also occur an flat undrained coversand 

areas. AIready in Subboreal time actual lakes were probably ve ry rare. 

The greater part of the spectra have been published and discussed before,4 but 

a few new ones have been added since. The attribution of the barrows to the dif

ferent cultures has been greatly facilitated by Van der Waals' and Glasbergen's 

pap er on Beaker types.5 

The English text has been improved by Jay J. Butler. 

In the pollen diagrams an Ulmus decline marks the beginning of the Subboreal 

period. In older Dutch investigations this decline was rather obscure, but some 

recently published diagrams are unambiguous.6 For the last high Ulmus value 

three radio carbon dates are available at about 3000 B.C. (Emmen, GRO 43I, 
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4965 ± 135; Vriezenveen, GRO 484, 4985 ± 140; Tannenhausen, GRO 231, 

4985 ± 120).7 

Samples from Bronze Age barrows genera Ily show a somewhat higher percentage 

of Fagus pollen than those from Neolithic barrows.8 A corresponding sudden in

crease of Fagus from ca 0.2 % to ca 1 .0% was found by Van Zeist9 in a number of 

detailed pollen diagrams. In the Emmen standard diagram a radiocarbon date of 

about 1400 B.C. was obtained10 for this increase. This date agrees with the tradi

tional archeological date for the beginning of the Bronze Age in the Netherlands. 

Soon af ter the elm decline some very few pollen grains of cultivated plants and 

weeds are found. It thus seems probable that certain neolithic communities reached 

Drenthe at that early date. The Neolithic period therefore falls between the elm 

decline and the first beech increase. 

About half-way between the elm decline and the beech increase the Emmen dia

grams show a marked increase of Plantago laneeolata.n Much more pronounced, 

however, is the apparently corresponding increase of this pollen type in a few pollen 

diagrams of small bogs in the inner part of Drenthe.12 Here Plalltago laneeolata, 

Rumex aeetosella-type, G1'alllilleae, show a maximum quite comparable to that 

found by Iversen in his 'landnam' diagrams. 

In the area under consideration at least three neolithic cultures are present, namely 

the Funnel Beaker, the 'Standvoetbeker' and the Bell Beaker Cultures. 

a. More than 50 megalithie tombs ('hunebedden'), plus some 20 destroyed ones, 

as well as a few flat graves and barrows attest the presence of the Funnel Beaker 

Culture. To these graves ean be added quite a number of scattered finds of axes, 

flint artefacts, settlement pottery, etc. The eastern edge of the area, the so-called 

Hondsrug, had a fairly dense population. 

This megalithie group does not differ essentially from that in the nearby districts 

of nortll\�Test Germany. It has been considered as being rather late, but recently 

evidence for a much earlier date, even Early Neolithic (E.N.C.) in the Scandi

navian sense, has been put forward.14 

b. Of the two non-megalithic cultures, the 'Standvoetbeker' Culture15 has to 

be considered first. It is known mainly from graves beneath barrows, but flat gra

ves also occur. Characteristic are slender Beakers with Protruding Foot, orna

mente d with horizontal cord impressions Ol' otherwise. The lower part of the bea ker 

is undecorated. Further grave goods are battle-axes, small flint or stone axes and 

flint knives. Only rarely is the grave inventory complete. Often only a bea ker is 

found, or a battle-axe, a flint axe Ol' a flint knife, or a combination of two or three 

of these objects. 

The graves are often surrounded by an intermediate foundation trench of small 

diameter. In a few cases so called bee-hive graves have been found. 
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The 'Standvoetbeker' Culture is related to the South Scandinavian Single 

Grave Culture and the Central European Schnurkeramik. 

c. The Bell BeakersI6 have a broadel' base, without protruding foot, and are 

decorated on the lower part as well as on the upper, often by means of a dentated 

spatula. Mostly the ornamentation is arranged in horizontal zones. 

Among associated finds may be mentioned stone wrist-guards, amber beads, 

copper tanged daggers (very rarely) and objects of gold (also very rarely). Both 

the 'international' Bell Beaker dass and locally imitated and evolved types are 

present. The 'Veluwe' type sporadieally occurs in the Drenthe area. 

This culture is mainly known from graves beneath barro"vs, but recently a 

flat grave has been found (at Holsloot, municipality of Sleen). 

The barrO\vs are generally surrounded by a ringditch. Intermediate foundation 

trenches with large diameter and heavy posts seem to be rather characteristic. Bell 

Beaker sherds occur fairly regularly in 'hunebedden' . 

The distribution I? of the finds of the bea ker cultures is not even in the area. 

Early Beakers with Protruding Foot are to be found only in the Western part of the 

area, where megalithie monuments are rare. The Bell Beakers, however, have 

a center in the Emmen area, vvhere there are many megalithie tombs. They are, 

however, by no means restricted to this area. 

The question has to be considered whether still other neolithic groups could be 

present in the area. At a few places in the coastal area of the Netherlands neolithic 

settlements have been found of a completely different character. IB They are situated 

on strand-ridges Ol' creek banks which suggest an adaptation to a seaside life, such 

as is known in the Ertebolle Culture. In faet, there are some points of agreement 

in pottery and flint types between such a settlement as Hekelingen and the Erte

bolle Culture as recently defined by Troels-Smith.20 But if the views of this au thor 

are right, one might expect in land settlements of the same people as well in an 

area like Drenthe. From the Hekelingen settlement a radiocarbon date of about 

2300 B.C. is available (GRO 254, 4200 ± 120). 

There is one more reason to expect other neolithic communities to be present in 

Drenthe. lVIrs Kaelas20a assumes a local origin of the megalithie civilisation in the 

Netherlands and northwest Germany. She wonders, whether there should not have 

been a preceding non-megalithic Funnel Beaker Culture just as in Denmarlc In 

this connection a vessel from Eibergen, Provo Gelderland is mentioned, the shape of 

which resembles danish pre-megalithic pottery. 

In the following list particulars are given of the barrows and the grave finds. They 

are arranged in four groups: Funnel Beaker Culture, 'Standvoetbeker' Culture, 

Bell Beaker Culture, unknown. The last group comprises neolithic barrows without 
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significant finds or grave types. Their neolithic age is deduced from the humus 

content of the barrow sand, the presence of Early Bronze Age covering mounds, the 

grave type and the pollen spectrum. 

In tab le I the spectra are given in the usual way. Corylus is included in the pollen 

total, but Betula is excluded from it. 

FUNNEL BEAKER CUL TURpl 

1. Buillen Old surfaee under 'hunebed' mound D z8, excavated by van Giffen.22 Anal. 

Waterbolk, 1954, p. 68 and table z. 

z-s. Emmen Old surfaee under 'hunebed' mounds D 38, 39, 40, 41. D 40 was excavated 

bij van Giffen."3 Anal. Waterbolk 1954, p. 7z and table z. 

6. Wapse Sod in destroyed mound of hunebed D 4za, excavated by van Giffen,2'l The old 

surfaee did not contain any pollen. The presence of both Fagus and Carpinus and 

the high CalluJla value might give rise to some doubt as to the sod actually belonging 

to the primary 'hunebed' mound. Anal. van Zeist, 1955, p. 43 and table VI. 

7. Steenbergen Old surfaee under 'hunebed' mound D I. Anal. van Zeist 1955, p. 45 

and table VI I. 

8. Exlo Old surfaee under 'hunebed' mound D 31. Anal. van Zeist, 1955, p. 45 and 

table VII. 

9. Diever Old surfaee (a) and sod (b) under barrow with stone cist containing characte

ristic grave goods of the Funnel Beaker Culture. Excavated bij van Giffen.28 Anal. van 

Zeist, 1955, p. 43 and table VI. 

IO. Noordlaren Old surfaee under 'hunebed' G I, excavated by van Giffen. Anal. Waterbolk. 

From a number of other megalithie tombs samples were collected but these proved 

to be either sterile or very poor in pollen. Some pollen grains were found by the au thor 

in samples from Dromven (D 19), Spier (D 540) and Buinen (D z9), and by van Zeist 

in a sample from D 5z (Diever). 

'STANDVOETBEKER' CUL TURE 

I I. Eext Old surfaee under primary mound of the 'Ketenberg', excavated by van Giffen.30 

The grave contained a beaker of type la, a battle-axe, a flint knife and a small flint axe. 

Anal. Waterbolk, 1955, p. 66 and table z. 

IZ. Havelte Old surfaee under primary mound of tumulus 4, excavated by van Giffen.31 

The grave contained a beaker of type Ib. Anal. Waterbolk, 1955, p. 81 and table 6. 

13. H'lj'hen Old surfaee of primary mound of tumulus 8, excavated by van Giffen. The grave 

contained a beaker of type Ib. Anal. van Zeist, 1955, p. 33 and table II. 

14, 15. Ruinen Old surfaee under prima ry (14) and secondary (15) mounds of barrow 

'Galgenberg', excavated by W. Glasbergen. Owing to earlier digging the center of the 

barrow was destroyed. In all, remnants of two beakers (types Ib and Ic) and a small am

phora were found. In the mound three periods could be clearly distinguished. On the 

basis of van Zeist's analysis, the first two are neolithic. As more than one vesse! is only 

very rarely found in one grave, it is highly probable that both the primery and secon

dary phase ean be attributed to the 'Standvoetbeker' Culture. Anal. van Zeist, 1955, p. 45 

and table VII. 

16. Ee"vt Old surfaee under barrow c, excavated by the author.32 The grave contained a 

beaker of type Ic. Anal. van Zeist. 
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17. De Eese Sod-like filling of temporary foundation trench of primary mound of barrow, 

excavated by the author.33 The central grave was destroyed, but the presence of a battle 

axe, a flint knife and a flint axe in the disturbed soil, and the find, long ago, of a since 

10st vessel, probably a beaker, points definitely to the 'Standvoetbeker' Culture. Anal. 

van Zeist. 

18. Spier Old surface under tumulus 5, excavated by van Giffen. The grave was for the 

greater part destroyed, but the remnants showed characteristic features of the bee-hive 

grave type, which so far has beep found only with the 'Standvoetbeker' Culture. Anal. 

Waterbolk 1954, p. 75 and table 5. 

19. Havelte Old surface under secondary mound of the heavily damaged tumulus 2 1, exca

vated by van Giffen.25 Samples from the primary mound were barren. In earlier digging 

a battle-axe was found in the barrow, apparently from one of the graves. Although it is 

not sure that the spectrum belongs to this grave find the presence of the 'Standvoet

beker' Culture at the site is certain. Anal. Waterbolk, 1954, p. I IO and table 6. 

BELL BEAKER CUL TURE 

20. Odoom Sod-like material in foundation trench of the well-known barrow excavated 

by van Giffen.37 Among the grave-finds can be mentioned a beaker of type 21b and a 

tanged dagger. The barrow was sampled in 1929. At that time a sample from the grave 

filling was also taken. It proved to contain pollen, but the spectrum is omitted here, 

since grave samples are not reliable. In a parallel case van Zeist38 was able to take samples 

from a sod and from the old surfaee under a barrow from which the au thor had pre

viously analyzed a grave sample. The pollen content of the new samples was very diffe

rent. Anal. Vlaterbolk, 1954, p. 71 and table 2. 
2 1. Oudemolen Old surface of primary mound of tumulus 13, excavated by van Giffen. The 

grave contained a bell beaker of type 21c. Anal. van Zeist, 1955, p. 47 and tab le VII. 

UNKNOWN 

22. Havelte Sod of secondary mound of tumulus 4 (see above, sub. I I). In the grave, a 

stone cist, no objects were found. Anal. Waterbolk, 1954, p. 8 1  and table 6. 

23. Vn'es Old surface under primary mound of tumulus III, excavated by van Giffen.39 The 

central grave was a stone cist, which did not contain any finds. Anal. Waterbolk, 1954, 

p. 50 and table 2. 

24. Hij!?en Old surfaee under primary mound of tumulus I, excavated by van Giffen. The 

inhumation grave did not contain finds. Anal. van Zeist, 1955, p. 33 and table II. 

25. Spier Old surface under primary mound of tumulus I, excavated by van Giffen. No 

objects were found in the grave. Anal. Waterbolk, 1951, p. 75 and table 5. 

26. Dl'lj'ber Old surfaee under barrow, 'Otterberg', excavated by Glasbergen. The grave 

contained a hybrid beaker. Anal. van Zeist, 1955, p. 41 and table V. 

27. Oudelllolen Old surface under primary mound of tumulus 6, excavated by van Giffen. 

No grave was found. This barrow is probably very late. It is covered and surrounded 

by Early Bronze Age barrows. Anal. vVaterbolk, 1954, p. 60 and table 4. 

28. Ol/demole1/. Old surfaee (a) and sod (b) of primary mound of tumulus 12, excavated by 

van Giffen. The grave did not contain any finds. The spectra dosely agree with that 

from tumulus 13 (see sub 20). Since in the Oudemolen area no 'standvoetbekers' are 

known and the number of Bell Beakers is considerable, there is a good reason to believe 

that tumulus 12 belongs to the Bell Beaker Culture. Anal. van Zeist, 1955, p. 60 and 

table 4. 
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According to expectation all spectra show very low Ulmus values, whilst Fagus 

never exceeds 1%. The agreement with peat spectra is also satisfactory for the 

other tree pollen types. 

A comparison of the tree pollen values for the three barrow groups does not 

show differences of importance. One might only note somewhat higher percentages of 

Tilia and Pinus with the Funnel Beaker Culture. The mean percentages41 are for 

Tilia 4.0, 2.0, I,4 and for Pinus 2.2, I,9, 0.7. 

Very pronounced, however, are the differences with some non-arboreal pollen 

types. In table 2 the mean percentages for the important herbs are given for the 

first two groups of barrows. 

Table 2. Mean percentages of some herb pollen types for the 

Funnel Beaker and 'Standvoetbeker' Cultures 

Funnel Beaker 'Standvoetbeker' 

Culture Culture 

Calluna 56 59 
Gra1llineae 16 43 
Cerealia 0·4 I,O 

Plantago lanceolata 0·9 24 
Rumex acetosella-type I,3 5.6 

A1·temisia 0.6 0·7 
Chenopodiaceae 0·3 0·3 
Cm'yophyllaceae 1.4 2.2 

Rall11nCulaceae 0·4 0·5 
Succisa I,4 2·3 
Tu bulifiome LI 2 · 7 
Ligulifiome 3.843 3·4 
PteridiulIl 6·9 3.042 

We see that the 'Standvoetbeker' barrows are characterised by high values of 

Plantago, Gramineae, RU1Ilex and, to a less degree, Succisa and Compositae. On the 

other hand there are no important differences for A1·temisia, Chenopodiaceae, 

Calluna and Pteridium. Very interesting is the regular occurence with both cultures 

of Cerealia. 

It is much to be regretted that for the Bell Beaker Culture only two spectra are 

available. Still, it is remarkable that these spectra agree with those of the megalithic 

barrows. The same holds good for the spectra of Oudemolen, tum. 12 (no 28) 

which might well belong to the Bell Beaker Culture. Although this paper deals only 
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with barrows in the northern Netherlands, it is of interest to note that a recently 

examined Bell Beaker barrow in the southern part of the country, at Witrijt, 44 

produced spectra with less than 0.1% Plantago. The grave contained an all-over 

herring-boned Bell Beaker (type 2IIc), and a dagger of Grand Pressigny flint. 

The other spectra of unidentified barrows mostly resemble those of the 'Stand

voetbeker' Culture. Some are not very typical, but this may be due to the fact that 

findless graves generally seem to be rather late, and very close to the Early Bronze 

Age. Same might actually belong to this period. 

It is clear that there is a significant difference in botanical environment between 

at least two af the cultures present in the area, the Funnel Beaker and the 'Stand

voetbeker' Culture. Although the evidence is meagre it seems that the environment 

af the Bell Beaker Culture is related to that af the Fuhnel Beaker Culture. It is 

interesting that the distribution of the Bell Beakers in the area points in the same 

direction. AIso in other areas, the Bell Beaker people seem to be attracted by the 

presence af megalithic monuments. 

Troels-Smith's suggestion that the megalithic people in Denmark continued 

the type af 'landnam' af the Ertebolle Culture is fully supported by the present 

evidence. Admittedly, pollen of Pla1ltago major, Alliu11l ursi1lum etc. was not found 

in the barrow spectra, but this may partly be due to the very different type of soil, 

partly to the unfavourable state of preservation. The important point, however, 

is the fact that pasture plants are only weakly represented in the 'hunebed' spectra. 

On the other hand, the rather high Calluna values show that there was rather 

much breckland around the settlements. This must have originated an fields, 

which, on the sandy soils, were probably soon exhausted. Gramilleae, Pteridium, 

Succisa and same C01llpositae and Caryoplzyllaceae apparently grew an these heaths 

as well. 

Since Callu1la grows an raised bogs, the heather increase is not reflected in bog 

diagrams. The only traces of the Funnel Beaker Culture in pollen diagrams, then, 

are a few pollen grains af Cel'ealia45 and some odd grains af Plantago lancelata and 

P. major.46 Apparently the natura I forest was only very locally op ene d by the 

'hunebed' people. 

There can be no doubt that the 'Standvoetbeker' Culture is responsibie for the 

Plalltago lallceolata-Rumex-Gmmineae maxima in the neolithic parts of the pollen 

diagrams of the Netherlands. Although soil conditions are different, Iversen's vivid 

picture af the land occupation by means of the Svedje method fully applies to the 

'Standvoetbeker' Culture. The nomadic character af this and the related Single 

Grave and 'Schnurkeramik' Cultures has aften been underlined. On these pastures 

the heather also soon increased. Spectra no 17 and 23 apparently represent local 

early stages with only very little Callu1la. 
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Much doubt has been expressed 47 as to the presence of grain cultivation in the 

Single Grave Culture. Since the Cerealia values for the 'Standvoetbeker' barrows 

are even somewhat higher than for the Funnel Beaker Culture it seems certain 

that grain growing formed an essential part of the 'Standvoetbeker' people's 

economy. 

In the Netherlands, a date of about 2200 B.C. for the arrival of the 'Standvoet

beker' people seems to be well founded.48 In Denmark, however, the date for the 

Plantago lanceolata 'landnam' can, on the base of the Mulbjerg dates49 be estimated 

at 2500 B.C. in the Aamosen area. If we consider the Ulmus fall as contemporane

ous, it could be even earlier in other areas. The Danish Single Grave Culture, 

however, is essentially restricted to the sandy areas of Jutland. In Eastern Denmark 

only a younger offshoot is present, which hardly can be responsibie for the early 

occupation phase. It is of great importance, therefore, to trace the 
'
origin of the 

beakers of Becker's non-megalithic group B, which Troels-Smith found to be 

contemporaneous with the Plantago lanceolata increase. These non-megalithic 

groups apparently introduced a new economy into northwestern Europe, which 

was able to flourish alongside that of the megalithic Funnel Beaker people. In view 

of Troels-Smith's results in Switzerland, the new economy could hardly have 

originated among the western Neolithic cultures. 

It remains to seek an explanation of those single occurences of grains of Plantago 

lanceolata, Cerealia, etc., which occur so soon af ter the elm decline of 3000 B.C. 

that the megalithic people can hardly be responsibie for them. 

Long-distance-transport from areas with an early neolithic Danubian or Rassen 

settlement, though not impossible, does not seem probable, but these occurences 

as such can hardly be considered as reliable evidence for the existence of a pre

megalithic neolithic civilization in the Netherlands. More archaeological facts are 

needed to prove, what for the time being can only be considered as a useful 

hypothesis. 

Palaeohistoria Vol. v: Waterbolk. 4 
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